Before the load carrier can be fitted, tensioning attachments must first be mounted. **The tensioning attachments should always be left on the vehicle** (The load carrier should be removed when not in use). Read through these instructions carefully before starting the work of assembly. If you feel in any doubt about how to proceed, ask your local Thule dealer for advice. **You will need a TORX tool, number 15, for assembly.**

Open the doors. Remove the plastic cover behind the door. Unscrew the TORX screw (1 off) using TORX tool 15 and remove the cover.

Unscrew the 6 TORX screws which keep the plastic moulding in place. Bend the moulding out a bit as shown in the picture.

Press the tensioning attachment onto the moulding. The rearmost attachment must be pressed on and then slid back to the correct position.

Hook the brackets into place in the tensioning attachments.

Before the load carrier can be fitted, tensioning attachments must first be mounted.